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efficiency–equity relationship 205–11, 356, 380–90
external benefits 204
localized 767
overfishing 112
Paretoian welfare 197–9
Pareto-relevant 200
pecuniary versus technological 200
positive externalities of agriculture 168–70
positive externalities of CO₂ emissions 366
producer–producer externality 1061
public goods 329–37
social costs 199
terminology 212
transport 582, 585
water 144, 153
externals (cont.)

see also Coase theorem; ecology;
costs; efficiency; environmental
policy; instruments of
environmental policy; pollution;
production; utility; welfare

extinction 76

Factor Four 1011–12

fairness see distribution; ethical issues

first-best world see taxation

fisheries 78, 81, 109–21, 975

age structure 116–17

capital investment 118–20
depletion 109
fleet 118–20

individual transferable quotas 113, 120

marine fisheries 109

marine reserves 120–21
Newfoundland cod 116
Northern cod fishery 109, 117, 120

overfishing 109

quotas and uncertainty 117

total allowable annual catch 112, 120

unregulated outcome 111

whales 115, 118, 119

see also biodiversity; ecology;
natural resource accounting;
natural resources; renewable
resources; resource economics

forestry 92, 95, 96–7, 104, 122–38, 975

age classes 124

consumption–investment separation

137

demand for timber 132

developing countries 740, 741

Faustmann formula 124

Faustmann–Marshall–Pressler

theorem 124

long versus short term supply of

timber 132

Mitra–Wan theorem 128

motivation of present value

maximization 135

multiple use 136–8

NAPAP model 134

normal forest 126

opportunity cost 124

optimal cutting rule 123

optimal rotation 122

PAPYRUS model 134

Pressler's concept of 'das

Wei zerprozent' 125

supply of timber 129

TAMM model 134

timber market 132–3

timber trade 78

tropical forests 167, 493, 499, 741

valuation of non-timber forest

products 1021–4

versus fishery 124

see also biodiversity; ecology;
natural resource accounting;
natural resources; renewable
resources; resource economics;
tropical forests

Framework Convention on Climate
Change see UN, Framework
Convention on Climate Change

Gaia 488, 494, 936, 1237

game theory 1089–96, 1214

chicken game 1092

collections and agreements 461–9,

480–85, 1090, 1091, 1214

competition, strategies and games

1094–6

cooperative versus non-cooperative

games 1089, 1092

dynamic games 80, 1090

folk theorem 1091

free-rider problem 462, 465, 484,

492, 784–5, 1090

infinite repetition 1091

information available to players 1089

international environmental

problems 1091–3

issue linkage 1092

Markov strategies 1091

moral hazard 1090, 1093–4

multi-stage games 1095

Nash equilibrium 61, 63, 331, 1090

order of play 1089

principal-agent approach to

environmental policy 1093–4

prisoners' dilemma 1090

repeated games 491, 1091
resource trade models 61–6, 79
subgame perfection 80
strategic environmental policy and trade 433–47, 1093, 1094–6
transfers or side-payments 1092
typical problems 1090
valuation as a game 753
von Stackelberg equilibrium 64, 80, 81
see also environmental agreements; equilibrium; global environmental issues; imperfect competition; public economics; trade; transboundary pollution
GATT see General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
GDP 946–7
and computable general equilibrium analysis 1077
and resource scarcity 97
and standard economics 622–3, 643
and welfare 622–3, 642, 647
basis for global warming policy 365–7
correlation with welfare 625–6
criticism 947
damage costs of global warming 496
ecological equivalent 948–50
indicator of healthy economy 946–7
see also costs; green GDP; growth debate; indicators; welfare
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 262, 401–2, 412, 415, 434, 457–8, 462
tuna–dolphin dispute between Mexico and US 456
see also World Trade Organization
general equilibrium models 294
and non-separability of efficiency and distribution 383–5
see also computable general equilibrium models; equilibrium; Heckscher–Ohlin theory; markets; models
geographic information systems 533, 552
green accounting see natural resource accounting
green GDP 24–5, 83, 625–6, 725–6, 954
genuine income 1197–8
see also GDP; indicators; natural resource accounting; sustainability; welfare
greenfields see urban issues
gross ecosystem product 950
growth debate 12, 615–17, 643–54, 712, 1002–3, 1009–10
anti-growth perspective 635–42
biodiversity 631–2, 648
carpe diem 649–50
classification of perspectives on growth 646–54
complementarity versus substitution 639–40, 648, 649, 718–19, 724, 729, 1008–10, 1113
development without growth 636–7
GIS see geographic information systems
Global Environmental Facility 500
global environmental issues 23, 180, 365–75, 488–99, 912–43
global environmental assets and economic values 494–500
see also carbon tax; CFCs; climate; environmental agreements; environmental policy; Gaia; global warming; models; nutrient cycles; ozone; public goods; spatial issues; taxation; tradable permits; trade; transboundary pollution; uncertainty
carbon tax 502, 505–19
CO₂, emissions and equity rules 365, 371
damage costs 495–6
grand nutrient cycle 919–24
energy models 1115–18, 1123–41
policy and equity principles 365–75
secondary benefits of control 497
see also carbon tax; CFCs; climate; global environmental issues; nutrient cycles
globalization 489
green accounting see natural resource accounting
green GDP 24–5, 83, 625–6, 725–6, 954
genuine income 1197–8
see also GDP; indicators; natural resource accounting; sustainability; welfare
greenfields see urban issues
gross ecosystem product 950
growth debate 12, 615–17, 643–54, 712, 1002–3, 1009–10
anti-growth perspective 635–42
biodiversity 631–2, 648
carpe diem 649–50
classification of perspectives on growth 646–54
complementarity versus substitution 639–40, 648, 649, 718–19, 724, 729, 1008–10, 1113
development without growth 636–7
Subject index

growth debate (cont.)
disequilibrium, evolution and growth 646
ecosystems 648
elementary factors of growth 644–6
environment as luxurious good 650
food and population 629–30
global environmental problems 626–7
growth versus development 715
health and life expectancy 624
impact of environmental regulation on growth 1081
intergenerational equity 628
Jevonian view of limits to growth 641
maximum or optimal scale of the economy 640–42, 717
preference change 650
pro-growth perspective 622–33
resource scarcity 629–30
steady state 639, 717
sustainable growth 616–17, 627
technological change 649
thermodynamics 648, 861–2
throughput 649, 717
time horizon 650, 654
see also costs; discounting;
environmental Kuznets curve;
GDP; green GDP; growth theory;
macroeconomics; resource scarcity;
steady state economy;
substitution; sustainability;
sustainable development; technical change
growth theory 25, 610–19, 1111–14
and thermodynamics 1113
applied models 597–603, 1118
building blocks 611–14
empirical aspects 617–18
endogenous growth theory 84, 610–19, 1211
exogenous growth theory 25, 1111–14
golden rule of accumulation 114, 597
incorporating sustainability 1111–12
learning by doing 616
main elements 1111
neoclassical growth theory 597
overlapping generations 84
policy 614–15, 617
Solow/Swan model 1111
structural model 614–15
sustainable growth 616–17, 627
see also discounting; environmental Kuznets curve; GDP; green GDP; growth debate; macroeconomics; models; optimal control theory; substitution; sustainable development

Hartwick rule 53, 83, 1008–9, 1112
health and environment 181, 215–21, 749, 946–53, 991
Heckscher–Ohlin theory 76, 83, 396, 418–20, 569
and Leontief paradox 77
anti-Heckscher–Ohlin model 76
generalized Heckscher–Ohlin model 76
Heckscher–Ohlin–Vanek theorem 418, 422
see also Ricardian theory
hedonic models see valuation
Hotelling factor 77
Hotelling rule 51, 52, 53, 61, 62, 95, 105
and groundwater management 151
Human Dimensions of Global Environmental Change Programme 551
impact studies 534
imperfect competition 4, 59–67, 235–45, 433–47, 570
and technology 242–5
and tradable permits 239–40, 266–7, 269
and trade 434
cartel 59, 61–6, 81, 512, 1091
cartel-versus-fringe model 59, 61–6
exclusionary manipulation 267
in computable general equilibrium models 1069
monopoly 61, 235–7, 437
monopsony power 80
oligopoly 59, 61–6, 235–45, 269, 438–40
product diversity 237–8
subject index 1281

strategic environmental policy 433–47, 576
see also asymmetric information; costs; markets; environmental policy; perfect competition; trade; transactions costs
index number analysis see decomposition methodology
indicators 24
aggregation 727–8
combining economic and ecological health indicators 952
competitiveness 421–4, 429
distributional impacts 365
ecological and economic health 946–53
ecological footprint 382
EMERGY 954–63
environmental Kuznets curve 653, 661–3, 670–71
genuine savings 724
Human Development Index 625
measurement of regulatory stringency 1013
national accounting matrix, including environmental accounts 1052
net primary product 1014
resource scarcity 89–106
single versus multiple 725–6
strong versus weak sustainability 1019
sufficient welfare indicators 364
sustainable development indicators 722–9
unsustainability of metal flows 882
see also costs; EMERGY; GDP; environmental Kuznets curve;
green GDP; natural resource accounting; sustainability;
sustainable development; technical change; welfare
industrial ecology 862, 974
industrial metabolism 862, 912–43
informal economy and environmental taxes 297
innovation see technical change
input–output analysis 603–5, 1037–57
and computable general equilibrium models 1057
and energy/mass balances 860, 1046–9, 1055, 1177
and EMERGY analysis 955–6
and evolutionary economics 971
and production function theory 1172–3
capital matrix 1049
criticisms 1028–39
DEOS study 604, 1114–15
duality and prices 1041–2
Duchin–Lange–Leontief model 1114
dynamic analysis 1049–51
energy flows 1048
input–output table 1039–40
HERMES model 605
hybrid matrix 1177
households 1055–7
lifestyles 1055
Markal 605
National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts 1052–4, 1115, 1200–1201, 1204–5
neo-Ricardian versus Leontief perspective 1045
open models 1049
physical input–output table 1047
PRIMES model 605
social accounting matrices 1038, 1051–2
structural economics 1054–7
technological options 1049
versus computable general equilibrium models 1115
von Neumann model 1054
with abatement activities 1043
with environment 1043–5
WRR study 604
see also computable general equilibrium models; indicators;
macroeconomics; natural resource accounting; production; structural decomposition analysis
input–output structural decomposition analysis see structural decomposition analysis
institutions 24, 34, 319–20
institutionalist school 34
instruments of environmental policy 23, 223–32, 307–26
Subject index

instruments of environmental政策 (cont)
carbon tax 502, 505–19
classifications 308–11
comparison 307–26
deposit systems 893
eco-labelling 325, 457–8
economic instruments in agriculture 164
economic instruments in energy policy 191
explanation of instrument choice 339–51
global environmental issues 502–3
in open economy 399, 400, 441
individual emission revelation 547
mix of instruments 228, 237, 243–4,
278, 281–2, 286–7, 1013
multiple benefit instruments 502
non-economic instruments in energy policy 192
positive approach and theory 340, 343
public provision of information 323–5
self-regulation or voluntary agreements 192, 252, 261, 505
trade-related 456
transfers 323, 356
transport policy 586
zoning 528, 563

see also carbon tax; costs; criteria for policy choice; debt-for-nature swaps; environmental policy; interest groups; joint implementation; Pigouvian taxes; property rights; standards; subsidies; taxation; tradable permits; uncertainty
integrated analysis, assessment and modelling 531–5, 1027–8, 1115–18, 1129–30
participatory approaches 1027–8
see also interest groups
integration of social and natural sciences 551
interdisciplinary issues see multidisciplinary issues
interest groups 339–49
bureaucrats 326, 330, 347–8

citizens 346
employees 341, 345
employers 345
environmentalists 343–5
Ministry of Agriculture 347
Ministry of Economic Affairs 348
Ministry of Environmental Affairs 347
Ministry of Transport and Public Works 348
politicians 345–6
polluters 197–213, 340–41
shareholders 341
taxpayers and consumers 342
victims 197–213, 342

see also costs; environmental policy; game theory; instruments of environmental policy; property rights; public economics; transactions costs
intergenerational equity see distribution; ethical issues; sustainability
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 171, 177, 180, 364, 498, 505, 924
internalization 205, 212
international aspects of environmental economics and policy 8–10
see also environmental agreements; environmental policy; global environmental issues; global warming; joint implementation; regional economics; spatial issues; trade; transboundary pollution
International Geosphere–Biosphere Programme 551
international trade and environment see trade
international trade see trade
intrigenerational equity see distribution
inverted-U curve see environmental Kuznets curve
investment
and environmental risk 215
Fisher’s consumption–investment separation theorem 135
fisheries 110, 118–20
growth theory 613
in knowledge 613, 615
see also capital; growth theory; production; sustainability; technical change
IPCC see Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
IUCN 713

JI see joint implementation
joint implementation 25, 502, 505
journals
environmental and resource economics 3
environmental management 22
justice see distribution; ethical issues

labour and energy 99
labour taxation 293–304
landscape 168, 557, 896
land use 494, 551–9, 975
amenities and disamenities 553
changes and positive externalities 168–70
degradation due to agriculture 167–8
effects of environment 552–5
effects on environment 555–6
housing 553
prices 553
rent gradient 554
sprawl 556
urban issues 554–6
see also landscape; location choice;
regional economics; spatial issues;
urban issues; transport
Land-Use and Land-Cover Change plan 551
Leontief paradox 77
liability 309–11, 322
location choice 569–79
and developing countries 455
and environmental Kuznets curve 668–9
and geographic distribution of resources 84
and tradable permits 270
and trade 421, 444–5
capital flight 569
carbon tax 512, 516–17
empirical evidence 578–9
energy sector and price differences 512
fixed versus movable pollution sources 308, 533
general equilibrium model 570–76
immobile capital and double dividend 297
immobile factors 418, 570
increasing returns and imperfect competition 570
measurement of regulatory stringency 1013
multinational firms and plant location decisions 569–76
residential location 528
tax competition 576–7
technology and imperfect markets 244–5
transport costs 570–76, 577
see also competitiveness; costs; land use; NIMBY; Porter hypothesis;
regional economics; spatial issues; trade; urban issues; transport
LUCC 551

Maastricht Treaty 395
macroeconomics 593–9, 678–705
adjustment programmes 698–9
economy-wide policies 678–705
evolutionary economics 973
long-term effects 699–701
macroeconomic concerns 594, 679
macroeconomic reforms 686–7, 694–6
macroeconomic theory 593–5
magnitude of growth 682–4
neo-Keynesian versus computable general equilibrium models 1135–7
policy distortions 681, 697
regionalized world models 599–603
scenario study 605
sectoral concerns 679
stabilization 681, 696–9
structure and stage of growth 684–6
see also decomposition methodology; developing countries; environmental Kuznets curve; growth debate; growth theory; input–output analysis;
Subject index

macroeconomics (cont.)
models; structural decomposition analysis; sustainability; sustainable development; technical change; trade
mainstream economics 19, 89, 92, 197, 353, 637, 809–13, 984–5
and altruism 811–12
and consequentialism 992
and contingent valuation 813
and cost–benefit analysis 825
and ethics 984–5, 992, 995
and evolutionary economics 966–8, 970, 971
and macroeconomics 595, 637
and multi-criteria evaluation 837, 850–51
and optimal scale 1014
comparison with environmental economics 1001–29
critique 383–5, 640
value judgements in economics 352
see also contingent valuation;
ecological economics; distribution;
efficiency; environmental and resource economics; ethical issues;
evolution; externalities; growth debate; macroeconomics; resource economics; utility; valuation; value

markets
agricultural subsidies 166–7
capital 135
differentiated products and hedonic prices 765
energy 189
environmental feedbacks 240–42
failures 36, 199, 382, 681, 698, 1004, 1006
housing 765
informal economy and environmental taxes 297
labour 765
market versus queueing systems 145–7
missing markets and future generations 387
permits 239–40
surrogate 380, 383
timber 132–3
water 145–7
see also asymmetric information;
computable general equilibrium models; costs; equilibrium;
externalities, general equilibrium models; imperfect competition;
prices; production; taxation;
tradable permits; transactions costs; valuation
market based instruments see instruments of environmental policy
mass balance 39, 855–63, 867–93, 1004, 1113–14
and input–output analysis 1046–9
and transferable risks 219–20
see also materials; production; thermodynamics
materials 867–93, 1232–3
agricultural products 872
air pollution 874
aluminium 877
cadmium 881
clean technologies 872
copper, zinc, lead and nickel 879–80
cycle 873
dematerialization 887, 889
deposit systems 893
dissipative uses 881
durable goods 887, 1073
Factor Four 1011–12
fuels 872, 874–7
generic processing stages 871
hydrogen production 877
iron 877–8
‘iron law of diminishing returns’ 91
metal by- and co-product groups 880
metals 92, 100, 868, 871, 877–82, 888–91
mineral commodities 92
miniturization 889
non-metallic minerals 882–5
packaging materials 883
paper 883
petroleum 871
policy issues 891–3
primary versus secondary 1047
recovery 878
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recycling 872, 881, 883–91
regional environmental quality models 1004
saving capital, energy and labour 872
sulphides 879
synthetic fibres, plastics and rubber 883
toxic metals 890
waste reduction 872
wood 871
*see also* energy; externalities;
forestry; mass balance; natural resources; nutrient cycles; oil;
pollution; production; recycling;
renewable resources; substitution;
technical change;
thermodynamics; water
materials balance *see* mass balance
maximum sustainable yield 111, 117, 120
MBI 308
MEAs 449
meta-analysis 768–9, 796–807
applications in environmental economics 799–804
benefits transfer and meta-prediction 804
characteristics 796–7
comparison of contingent valuation and revealed preference 801
differences between case studies 797
ecosystem valuation 803
internal consistency of CV estimates 802
limits 804
objectives 797
panel data 803–4
rough set analysis 799
separability of studies 805
statistical techniques 798–9
techniques 797–8
urban pollution valuation 800–801
*see also* contingent valuation;
empirical research: experiments;
statistical techniques; valuation
models 20–22, 599–603, 1108–19, 1123–41, 1160–85
action impact matrix 690–93
aggregation 1131–2
archetypical endogenous growth model 611–15
Athena 298
bilateral trade flow model 423
biophysical models and non-point source pollution 545
bottom-up versus top-down 1132–5
CEREN 1127
CETA 598–9, 1140
chaos theory 1240
climatic economy models 593, 599–603
computable general equilibrium models 1160–85
DIALOGUE 599, 602
DICE 598, 1076
ECCO 1128
economic models of sustainable development 1108–19
energy models 1123–41
evolutionary models 1115–17
for empirical analysis of double dividend 298–302
FUND 599, 603
general models of environmental policy and trade 416–30
general versus partial equilibrium 294–5
H-O-V model 423
ICAM-2 1140
IMAGE 595, 602–3, 1132
in forestry 134
integrated analysis, assessment and modelling 531–5, 1027–8, 1115–18, 1129–30
MERGE 599, 602
Nash–Cournot model 81
neo-Ricardian and Sraffian 385–7
of endogenous risk 216
of stage 1 rent-seeking 253–6
of transboundary pollution 472–83
PAGE 1140
partial equilibrium models of trade and environment 404–15, 433–47
QUEST 299
RAINS 595, 1128
regional environmental quality models 1004
RICE 599
sectorally disaggregated 1114–15
### Subject Index

**models (cont.)**  
SEESM 1127, 1140, 1141  
SLICE 599  
regionalized world models 599–603  
regulator’s problem with non-point source pollution 542  
spatial–environmental–economic 531–4  
spatial price equilibrium models 533  
TARGETS 595  
time dimension 1137–40  
two-country model of multinational plant locations 570–76  
von Neumann–Leontief–Sraffa model 862  
WARM 299  
WorldScan 299  
see also computable general equilibrium models; decomposition methodology; empirical research; equilibrium; general equilibrium models; geographic information systems; input–output analysis; macroeconomics; optimal control theory; statistical techniques; structural decomposition analysis; valuation  
monitoring see transactions costs  
monopoly see imperfect competition  
Montreal protocol 275, 277, 400, 402, 452, 461, 491, 492  
multi-criteria evaluation 390, 535, 799, 821, 837–51, 986, 992  
analytical hierarchy process 842–3  
classification of methods 839–41  
comparison of CBA, EIA and MCA 824–5, 837, 850–51  
evamix method 844  
fuzzy evaluation 845–6, 849–50  
general description 837–8  
graphic evaluation 844, 848  
ideal point method 841–2  
NAIADe approach 845, 849  
non-compensatory criteria 992, 994  
outranking methods 842  
permutation method 843–4  
prefrences of decision makers 837, 850  
regime method 843, 847  
sensitivity analysis 844, 847  
transportation example 846–50  
value and utility functions 841  
weighted summation 84, 847  
see also cost–benefit analysis; distribution; ecological economics; environmental impact analysis; ethical issues; efficiency; evaluation; mainstream economics; optimality and optimization; welfare  
multilateral environmental agreements  
see environmental agreements  
multidisciplinary environmental agreements  
multidisciplinary issues 16–19, 39–40, 551, 1001, 1027–8, 1226, 1230–41  
and participatory approaches 1027–8  
multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary work 1231–2  

NAFTA see North American Free Trade Agreement  
NAMEA see National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts  
National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts 604, 1052–4, 1115, 1200–1201, 1204–5  
see also GDP; green GDP; indicators; input–output analysis; natural resource accounting  
National Marine Fisheries Service 994  
natural capital see capital; natural resources  
natural resource accounting 25, 1191–1205  
accountants versus economists 1199, 1200  
accounting for pollution 1191–2  
accounting in money terms 1195–6  
environmental accounts 1193  
externalities 1196  
genuine income 1197  
mixed measurements 1200–1202  
NAMEA 1200–1202, 1204–5  
national statistical offices 1191  
net price method 1196–7  
pioneering study of Indonesia 1196, 1200, 1203  
renewable resources 119
satellite accounts 1193
shadow pricing 1199–1200
stock accounting 1194–5
strong sustainability 1194
system of economic and
environmental accounts 1193
system of national accounts 1192–3
user cost approach 1197–8
valuation methods 1195–1200
valuation of stock changes 1194
see also capital; costs; GDP; green
GDP; indicators; input–output
analysis; natural resources;
sustainability; valuation
natural resource economics see
resource economics
natural resources 33, 1191
accounting 1191–1205
carbon tax and energy resources
510
developing countries’ resource
dependence 732–7
discovery, extraction and refining
891
exhaustible resources 49, 76, 510
factor of production 33
fundamental relationship between
nonrenewable and renewable
resources 99
genetic resources 382
inessential resource 52, 53
life expectancy 1198
nonrenewable resources 49, 59, 716
nonrenewable resources and
sustainability 716
perpetual income 1198
raw material 53
relationship with ecosystems 905, 6
scarcity concepts and indicators
89–106
soil erosion 167
see also agriculture; biodiversity;
ecology; capital; energy; fisheries;
forestry; materials; natural
resource accounting; oil; optimal
control theory; property rights;
public goods; renewable resources;
tropical forests; water
neoclassical economics and economists
see mainstream economics
neoclassical indicators of resource
scarcity 89, 94–9
newly industrializing countries see
developing countries
NIMBY 530, 577
non-convexities 212, 226–7
non-point source pollution 539–48
and agriculture 163, 547
and water 145, 154
collective penalties 544
dependence 732–7
examples 539
imperfect observability and ambient
taxes 540–44
input–based incentive schemes 545
policy differences between countries
547
versus point source 308
with stock characteristics 543
with uncertainty
see also agriculture; asymmetric
information; environmental
policy; externalities; optimal
control theory; pollution; water
nonrenewable resources see natural
resources; renewable resources;
resource economics; resource
scarcity
North American Free Trade
Agreement 395, 401, 434, 446,
569, 571, 1176
North–South divide 450–54
NPP 1014
NPS pollution see non-point source
pollution
nuclear energy and waste 257, 387, 390
see also pollution; waste
nutrient cycles 912–43
acidification global and long-term
937–40
atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere,
lithosphere 917
carbon 913, 916–18, 919–24
decomposition 915
denitrification 915, 929
earth’s early history and evolution
913–14
fast carbon cycle 920–21
methane carbon subcycle 921–2
mobilized 914
nitrogen 913, 916–18, 924–30
nutrient cycles (cont.)  
reservoirs 918  
sequestrated 914  
slow carbon cycle 919  
sulphur 913, 916–18, 930–34  
thermodynamic equilibrium 934–7  
phosphorus 913, 916–18, 934  
see also ecology; externalities; global environmental issues; global warming; materials; natural resources; pollution

OECD 160–66, 188, 298–301, 427  
oil 76, 79, 92, 96, 104, 177  
and water use 100  
see also carbon tax; climate; energy; global warming; materials; natural resources; OPEC; resource scarcity  
oligopoly see imperfect competition  
OPEC 92, 512, 1164  
see also energy; game theory; imperfect competition; oil  
open access 78, 252  
see also property rights  
open economy 395–403, 529  
see also competitiveness; environmental agreements; global environmental issues; globalization; location choice; trade; transboundary pollution; regional economics; spatial issues  
optimal control theory 1099–1106  
abatement 1104  
and the environment 1103–4  
and natural resources 1099  
assimilative capacity 1104  
basic model 1099–1100  
biodiversity 1105  
capital and growth 1104–5  
firm's reaction to environmental policy 1105  
in economics 1101–3  
numerical simulation 1105  
Pontryagin's maximum principle 1101  
sustainability 1104  
see also cost–benefit analysis; discounting; growth theory;  
non-point source pollution; resource economics  
on optimality and optimization  
and resource scarcity indicators 94  
extration 49  
fisheries exploitation 111, 114  
forestry 122, 131  
intertemporal optimization  
behaviour 75  
optimal rotation 122  
'satisficing' 992  
spatial optimal control model 148  
versus simulation 595  
see also cost–benefit analysis; evaluation; models; multi-criteria evaluation; optimal control theory; utility; welfare  
Oslo protocol 1081  
ozone 170, 277–8, 312, 488, 500–501  
see also CFCs, global environmental issues  
Ozone Transport Commission 285  
Pareto criterion for efficiency, equity and political feasibility 360  
see also criteria for policy choice; distribution; efficiency; externalities; welfare  
perfect competition 49, 59, 76, 127, 265  
see also imperfect competition; markets  
Pigouvian component of optimal environmental tax 295  
Pigouvian taxes 68, 73, 204, 206–11, 220, 237–9, 293, 336, 509, 541  
and large open country 409–12  
and market distortions 293–8, 334–5, 412  
and non-point source pollution 541–4  
see also externalities; efficiency; imperfect competition; instruments of environmental policy; pollution; taxation  
pluralism 19, 981, 1001  
see also criteria for policy choice;
environmental policy; interest groups; transactions costs politicians 345–6
‘polluter pays principle’ 206 polluters 340–43
pollution accounting for pollution 1191–2 acidification 181 air pollution 874 air pollution and agriculture 162 ambient pollution 539 and energy use 177–82 and resource trade 78 and water 144 nuclear energy and waste 257, 387, 390 point source 308, 539 receptor points 539 river pollution 472, 474, 489 secondary benefits of global warming control 497 stock 509 toxic release inventory 324 waste 867–93 water pollution and agriculture 160 see also agriculture; CFCs; energy; global environmental issues; global warming; materials; natural resources; non-point source pollution; standards; ozone; Pigouvian taxes; taxation; transboundary pollution; water population and environment 25 Porter hypothesis 246, 435, 444, 445, 1012–13, 1095 see also competitiveness; location choice; trade poverty see developing countries; distribution PP 501 PPF 376 PPMs 457 pressure-state-impact-response framework 723 prices and power relationships 380 choke price 79, 749 ‘correct’ 385 discontinuity 65 ecosystem 948 elasticity of demand 61 ethics, policy and prices 318–19 hedonic 765–74 indicator of resource scarcity 89 price path 59–66, 95 production factors and trade 418 quality-adjusted price indexes 765 S-curve 95 shadow price and social welfare 363 U-curve 92, 96 see also costs; efficiency; equilibrium; externalities; markets; taxation; tradable permits; valuation; value production aggregate relationships and dependence of factors 1113 and resource scarcity 93 and structural decomposition analysis 1172–3 and thermodynamics 857–9 biophysical foundation 1232–3 CES function 52–4, 597, 1066–7, 1137 chain and taxes 507 clean technologies 872 Cobb–Douglas function 52–4, 82, 84, 94, 597, 640 complementary factors and growth debate 640 (dis)economies of scale 68 efficiency 335 elasticity of raw material 53 elasticity of substitution 54 energy as a production factor 182–3 essential input 82, 85 factors and trade 418 general function 77, 78 harvest function 111 KLEM 1164 inessential resource 52, 53 ‘iron law of diminishing returns’ 91 natural production function 110 nested CES functions 1066 multiple outputs 93, 1042 production possibility frontier 376 role of ecosystems 904–6 water in agriculture 142–3
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